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as such, the film is at its most engaging when its simply being what it is: a
rollicking bouncy romp, the broad strokes of which bear that out, with attempts
at deepening and examination making the feel clumsy or twee (with three of the

four episodes clumsily using the plot as justification for offbeat cutesy
moments). there are a handful of episodes that have moments that are self-

aware of being geared towards children, and in fact are, but that tone is
welcome and needed after years of the somewhat redundant and corny shrek
films. its just one of the joys of a movie like this is that the characters are so

perfectly designed that theyre both incredibly fun to watch and also completely
suited to the whimsical tone of the material. the characters are so well honed,

that its exciting to see that they can somehow also be perfectly silly at the same
time. po makes is first appearance in this series as a present that master shifu
gives to young po for his birthday. the birthday boy, however, just doesn't want
it, looking up through his arms and eyes to glimpse an opportunity to return the

letter-poem-turned-present. unexpectedly given a real gift, po takes it to his
noodle shop, where he parodies the original presentation to customers, which is,

of course, just as annoying to them, and everyone gets into a big uproar in
typical kung fu panda fashion. that obnoxiousness just becomes the character

trait of the entire adult po throughout the film. the adult po throughout this film
is somewhat of a parody of himself, but thats not at all to say that its its own

separate entity. the humor of the character comes in with his attempt to act like
a proper adult, and that always throws him back into the realm of being the
absurd, naughty, lovable doofus he is, instead of trying to be responsible,
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controlled and proper. that concept is just a constant thing through the series,
and it gives the characters an important and inspired presence.
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as such, the film is at its most engaging when its simply being what it is: a rollicking bouncy
romp, the broad strokes of which bear that out, with attempts at deepening and examination

making the feel clumsy or twee (with three of the four episodes clumsily using the plot as
justification for offbeat cutesy moments). there are a handful of episodes that have moments
that are self-aware of being geared towards children, and in fact are, but that tone is welcome
and needed after years of the somewhat redundant and corny shrek films. its just one of the

joys of a movie like this is that the characters are so perfectly designed that theyre both
incredibly fun to watch and also completely suited to the whimsical tone of the material. the

characters are so well honed, that its exciting to see that they can somehow also be perfectly
silly at the same time. po makes is first appearance in this series as a present that master shifu
gives to young po for his birthday. the birthday boy, however, just doesn't want it, looking up

through his arms and eyes to glimpse an opportunity to return the letter-poem-turned-present.
unexpectedly given a real gift, po takes it to his noodle shop, where he parodies the original

presentation to customers, which is, of course, just as annoying to them, and everyone gets into
a big uproar in typical kung fu panda fashion. that obnoxiousness just becomes the character

trait of the entire adult po throughout the film. the adult po throughout this film is somewhat of
a parody of himself, but thats not at all to say that its its own separate entity. the humor of the
character comes in with his attempt to act like a proper adult, and that always throws him back

into the realm of being the absurd, naughty, lovable doofus he is, instead of trying to be
responsible, controlled and proper. that concept is just a constant thing through the series, and

it gives the characters an important and inspired presence. 5ec8ef588b
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